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Civil defense is a planned, coordinated action to protect the population during
any emergency whether arising from thermonuclear attack or natural disaster. The
Federal Government has assumed four responsibilities--(1) to keep track of the
nature of the threat which the civil defense program must meet, (2) to prepare and
disseminate information about the threat and how it can be met, (3) to bear a malor
part of the costs of certain kinds of civil defense activities, and (4) to provide
technical assistance through state and local channels for civil defense planning. A
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element. Major aspects of a survey of school locale include--(1) survey of existing
shelter potential, (2) man-made hazards, (3) natural disasters, and (4) human
resources. (II))
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FOREWORD

Civil defenseplanned, coordinated action to protect the population
during any emergency whether arising from thermonuclear attack or natural
disasteris the responsibility of e veryone. Civil defense concepts and
applications are an essential part of learning to live efficiently. Therefore,
civil defense education is an integral part of the school program.

Considerable work has been done by some state and local school systems
in establishing civil defense programs. In recent years, the Office of Civil
Defense of the Department of Defense has increased its efforts to guide the
development of school civil defense programs and to coordinate them on
a nationwide basis.

Schools and Civil Defense is designed to provide such guidance. It will
help schools to develop and to improve current civil defense programs.0,
Utilizing general considerations which can be applied to specific situations,
the material has practical value in stimulating and guiding local and state
groups in devising programs appropriate to their unique needs.

The need for civil defense education resulted in a 1956 document,
produced by the NEA National Commission on Safety Education, entitled
Civil Defense Education Thru Elementary and Secondary Schools. The
present project is a substantial revision and updating of the original work,
based on changing civil defense concepts and procedures which reflect
technological advancements in the past few years.

Many educators throughout the country expressed a desire for a pub-
lication which would reflect the best current thinking on civil defense.
To answer this request, the Commission brought together a committee of
educators, representatives of national organizations, and consultants from
the Office of Civil Defense, Department of Defense, and the Office of
Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

For easy reference, a SCHOOL CIVIL DEFENSE CHECKLIST and
a lizting of SOURCES OF INFORMATION about various areas of civil
defense education are presented at the end of this report.
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SCHOOLS AND CIVIL DEFENSE

THE CHALLENGE

Through the ages man's energies have been directed toward achievement

of satisfaction and happiness for himself and others. Technological devel-

opments have been chiefly directed toward ways of making life fuller and

more satisfying, and toward ways and means of improving the environment

so that this objective can be more easily reached.

Scientific advances also carry the seeds of new problems and dangers.

This has never been more clearly demonstrated than in man's ability to

release nuclear energy. While making available an almost inexhaustible

source of productive power, this achievement has also resulted in the

development of weapons of tremendously destructive force.

But what has all this to do with schools and the educational process?

Through education we seek to develop rational human beings. The fact

that we have not completely succeeded in making all men rational, and

the relationship of this fact to nuclear power and civil defense, was aptly

expressed by the late President Kennedy: "This deterrent concept assumes

rational calculations by rational men. And the history of the 20th century

is sufficient to remind us of the possibilities of an irrational attack, a

miscalculation . . ."
The existence of irrational men is indicated by the fact that men have

engaged in war for unknown millennia. Does the fact that we have not

succeeded in eliminating irrationality through education mean that we

should burrow in the sand, in ostrich-like fashion, and give up the attempt?

When one becomes an educator, he accepts one of the major principles on

which the art and science of teaching is basedit is sound, both morally

and philosophically, to strive to improve a situation even though one cannot

do a perfect job of it. While we must recognize that irrationality and

differences of opinion exist among men and nations of the world, we must

do all we can to alleviate the causal conditions to the best of our ability

within the domain of education. This is a function of the school.

But is civil defense education a concern of the school? There can be no

doubt that children, as well as uninformed adults, are affected by specula-

tions regarding the inevitability and consequences of thermonuclear war.

It is the school's function to inform and protect children. Educators have

a commitment to do their part to protect other members of the community,

both physically and mentally, from the effects of a thermonuclear attack

and from the feelings of utter futility and loss of faith in the human race

that are bred by the exponents of irresponsible fatalism and irrationality.

What can schools do about it? Educators have a responsibility to inform

themselves about the facts of living in a nucleate age. Educators need to
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know the best, current thinking regarding civil defense. Educators need
to be fully informed about community civil defeLse policies and procedures.
Educators need to take an active part in implementing and coordinating
individual school civil defense plans with over-all community programs.
Educators need to help students and other members of the community
become informed about the nature of the effects of nuclear attack and civil

defense plans for such an eventuality.
Hopefully, war will someday be obsoleteconquered by the integrity of

man. But in the face of the present threat, education can direct itself to
the task of imbuing individuals with a sense of rationality about life in a
nuclear age, developing a positive attitude regarding the inherent dignity
of man, creating an atmosphere of optimism about.living in the future
rather than pessimism about mere survival. Even if war is eliminated, man

will always be plagued with natural disasters. Civil defense is a natural
corollary of this tagkto protect and preserve while searching for ways

to make it better. This, then, is the challenge.

WHAT IS CIVIL DEFENSE?

The concept of civil defense is not new to American life. Only the
term itself and its specific functions are new. As technological conditions
change, civil defense functions and procedures change. Civil defense is
planning for coordinated action to protect the population in periods of
emergency, utilizing existing governmental structure adapted to emergency
needs.

Today, the instruments of war are the most destructive of the man-made
causes of devastation, and the potential of these devices is very great. We
must learn to understand and live with them. We must accept as fact that
there can be no complete security should such weapons be used. Lives

would be lost; the problem is to devise methods of maximum protection.
Blind fear in the face of danger can only result in panic or inaction; under-
standing, based on knowledge of the problem, can make possible protective

measures known in advance which will lead to effective behavior in time
of peril.

To meet the prob!ems posed by the threat of enemy attack, civil defense

was given formal status by Act of Congress in 1950 through the establish-
ment of an independent federal agency to stimulate and assist states and
local communities in making plans to minimize the effects of disaster and
to advance the training of volunteer personnel. From 1950 to 1961 the
civil defense program was reorganized several times, with each step adding

to the scope and clarity of the program. In 1961, by order of the Presi-
dent, civil defense activities were transferred to the Department of Defense,
and are now administered by its Office of Civil Defense. This was
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significant in that official recognition was given to civil defense as an
integral part of the total defense effort. This combining of military and
civil defense increased unification of direction and planning.

Civil defense is based on extension of the principle of self-protection,
to include mutual self-protection on the part of groups and communities.
By participating in collective action for protecting the group, the individual
enhances his own protection. Effective civil defense calls for advance
planning at all levels of governmentlocal, state, and national; planning
flexible enough to accommodate changes in enemy tactics and wpapons and
comprehensive enough to cover people living under widely different condi-
tions. To expedite this planning, the federal government has assumed four
responsibilities: (1) to keep track of the nature of the threat which the
civil defense program must mcet; (2) to prepare and disseminate informa-
tion about the threat and how it can be met; (3) to bear a major part of
the costs of certain kinds of civil defense activities; and (4) to provide
technical assistance thropgh state and local channels for civil defense
planning. However, state and local governments have the major operating
responsibility for civil defense.

The key element in the national civil defense program is that of estab-
lishing shelters for protection from fallout of radioactive materials. Persons
close to the detonation of a nuclear weapon will not survive the blast and
thermal effects: however, tens of millions of Americans alive after the blast
can be killed by radioactive fallout if they are not protected. Studies made
by the Department of Defense, both for military and civilian defense plan-
ning purposes, show that virtually all of the nation couliz be subjected to
fallout following a major attack. An example of the Wensiveness of the
fallout potential and the rate of decay of radioactive materials is given in
the following sequence of maps which depict a hypothetical attack under
random conditions. The maps show clearly that fallout can create a
hazard for vast areas of the country. With different winds, or under other
conditions, the pattern would varyno part of the country would be
immune from danger.

Materials giving complete details about radioactivity are available from
local, state, and regional civil defense offices. At this point it is important
to know only that people who lrve no protection from radioactive fallout
will get sick, and if they have too much exposure, they will die. The con-
verse situation is of great significanceif people are protected from fallout,
sickness and death will be greatly reduced and, in many instances, averted.
A consistent conclusion of the Department of Defense studies is that, under
heavy attack, the number of lives that could be saved by fallout shelters
would be tens of millions. Without going into technical details, it is also
important to note that many existing buildings can give protection and,
if these buildings are stocked with food and water, life can be sustained.
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EXPLANA110N

Assanhg a liypothtical nuclear attack on 144 target

areas of the United States, fallout xpread and decay could fol-

low the patterns shown. After one hour, fallout arias would be

30 to 50 miles long, depending upon wind speed. After six

hours, fallout would *reed over about 40 percent of the no-

tional land area. After one week, about one-thkd of the nation's

area would still be covered by significant amounts of fallout

Onse Altos in the affected arms would vary from about 3000

roentgens per hour (close to the point of detonation at one

hour after the attack) down to a fraction of a roentgen per hour.
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WHY CIVIL DEFENSE IN THE SCHOOLS?

The school is a traditional intellectual and cultural center, and thus
exerts emnsiderable influence on community life. This influence carries
with it several responsibilities. Specifically, the school functions to educate
children and youth to their maximum capabilities, and to provide leadership
in community activities. Civil defense education and protection are logical
extensions of these responsibilities to youth and the community.

Ultimately, all of education is directed toward helping children grow
in ways of effective livingtoward helping them develop the understand-
ings and skills and outlooks that will enable them to meet the problems
that confront them. New developments in thought and new scientific
discoveries usually require modifications in our ways of living. It is
appropriate, then, that educational programs be extended to include teach-
ing about the implications of living in a nucleitr age: factual explanation of
nuclear energy, the extent and effects of nuclear forces, application of these
forces in mbdem weapons of attack, survival procedures in this type of
emergency, military and civil defense systems, and, to complete the picture,
nuclear power in the service of society.

In view of the schcol's responsibility to care for the youth entrusted to it,
a protection program is an essential element in the contribution of the
school to civil defense. Such a program has both administrative and
instructional aspects. It includes planned ways to care for the immediate
physical safety and the sheltering of pupils in an emergency. Further, it
provides for continuing the care of children until they can be turned over to
their family groups. Each child must be familiarized with the kind of
behavior he should follow in an emergency and be trained in doing the
things expected of him. Older boys and girls might also be taught ways in
which they could assist in caring for younger children.

Another aspect of the school's contribution to civil defense is its role in
relation to the total community. This relationship has two facets: com-
munity coordination and service programs, and dissemination of civil
defense information to adults. In time of disaster the school buildings and
related facilities may be needed for emergency operations, and plans for
cooperating with the total community civil defense effort are necessary.
School-community cooperation is also required in the event disaster should
occur when school is not in session and the school buildings must be used
for sheltering the general population.

Education is a social process and as such cannot be separated from the
total task of society. Consequently the interests and activities of the school
should be closely related to community life. With reference to civil defense,
the school can play a leadership role in informing adults about civil defense
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i plans and procedures. Adults must be made aware of the demands which

would be placed upon them in case of attack or disaster and they need

training necessary for competency in rendering essential services. Finally,

it is important that parents be informed regarding the school's plans for

caring for their children and the ways in which parents can be most helpful

in making those plans effective. The schools can also take an active part

in pr eparing and conducting civil defense courses. To do these things,

educatorsadministrators and teachers alilcemust be knowledgeable con-

cerning civil defense.

THE PROTECTION PROGRAM

In developing the protection program, school personnel have an obliga.

tion to care for children under all circumstances. Special provisions for

civil defense are, in reality, an indispensable part of the school's total safety

program. Since each school is unique in both its internal characteristics

and its community setting, no single plan can be established for use by all

schools. Each school and school system must devise a plan suited to its

own particular conditions. These plans need to be in accordance with

and be a part of the total community civil defense program. The following

suggestions identify some principal elements that can be considered by

school personnel in civil defense planning for specific school situations.

Basic to planning an adequate protection program is an awareness of the

types of danger likely to be met. A survey of the school locale can be

conducted. in cooperation with the local civil defense director, to assess

these dangers and to relate the survey findings to the total community

survey. Major aspects of the survey are:

1. Survey of existing shelter potential in school buildings and nearby

buildings. Thei Office of Civil Defense has conducted a National

Shelter Survey in which it has identified those structures meeting

minimum shielding requirements and those in which nominally priced

improvements can provide additional shelter space. This information

can be obtained upon request to the local civil defense director.

2. Man-made hazards in the vicinity of the school (e.g., oil and gas

storage tanks) and how these would be affected by the various

assumed hazards.

3. Natural disasters likely to occur in the area (e.g., flood, tornado).

4. Human resourcesindividuals and organized groups with the skills

required to serve in the school protection program.

With such background data, the preparation of detailed plans can be

undertaken.

13
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Preparing the Plans

An emergency is not predictable concerning time of occurrence or pre-

cise effects. Plans and personnel must be ready to meet a wide variety of

situations. When an emergency occurs, the maintenance of life depends

on what individuals and groups are trained and ready to do at that moment.

The planning and learning of protective beha-y ior must be done in advance.

Plans are needed for each school, and these civil defense plans must be

specific enough to give directions for immediate action and flexible enough

to allow for adjustments and change as unexpected situations develop or as

called for by variations in weapons technology.
1. Plans need to be devised in cooperation with the local civil defense

director and must be in coordination with the total community plan.

2. A coordinator, preferably the principal (since, as the administrative
head of the school, he is actively respon sible for all segments of pupil

protection) must be designated for planning and carrying out the

civil defense program.
i. As many members of the school staff as feasible need to participate

in developing the plans, since all personnel are affected by the plans.

The students, in degrees varying with their maturity and abilities,
might take part in the planning. Representatives of community
service agencies and civic groups can be asked to participate. In

this way each person will see clearly the relationship of his own
duties to the total effort and the kinds of help that he may expect
from others as parts of an organized whole. A suggested organiza-
tional structure for implementing civil defense planning in the
schools is presented in the accompanying chart.

4. To the extent possible, civil defense plans can be related to the
existing safety program to take maximum advantage of organized,
functioning groups, such as the safety patrol.

As indicated in the suggested organizational chart, school civil defense

begins with the establishment of a School Advisory Civil Defense Com-

mittee. The board of education and the school administration should
include in this committee persons from all segments of the school personnel,

and also members of community service agencies and civic groups. Includ-

ing people of many talents will give a broad base for planning and develop-

ment. As one of its first actions, the school planning group should contact

the local civil defense director. He can provide guidance in developing the

civil defense program for the school and in coordinating it with emergency

planning among the various units of local government.
School civil defense plans need to be specific, and must provide for:

a clearly defined communications system, including a distinctive warning

signal which will reach to all parts of the building and grounds; shelter pro-

14
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SUGGESTED ORGANIZATION PLAN FOR CIVIL DEFENSE

* Individual schools within a school system should establish a similar committee.

cedures; provisional care program (feeding, bedding, clothing); first aid;

fire fighting; radiological monitoring; and rescue operations. These pro-

cedures need to be based on accepted civil defense programing

Detailed civil defense plans can be made available in printed form and

distributed to all school personnel. Copies of these plans must be filed

with the local civil defense office, to insure maximum community

coordination.
Some school buildings have shelter areas that provide adequate protec-

tion from fallout radiation. Many more school buildings provide very little

protection from fallout although all buildings do provide some protection.

But what happens when children are going to and from school? School

bus drivers must be qualified to look after large groups of children and each

15
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one must be thoroughly familiar with other shelters on his bus route (this
information can be obtained from the local civil dernse direcor). Pupils
who walk to school must be made aware of their responsibility for their
own safetythat in case of nuclear detonation they should seek the nearest
shelter. Children and their parents need to be infermed of shelter areas
along the route taken to school.

If the school building does not provide adequate shelter, and if it would
be more desirable, in a given situation, to dispatch children to their homes
in an emergency because of a lack of other shelter areas, planning might
include: in-school assembly areas of pupils residing near each other; pro-
cedures of gathering in assembly areas; trained leaders to take charge of
assembly areas; and trained escorts for young children and handicapped
children who may need the help of another person in getting home or to a
safer shelter area.

Adequate planning for civil defense also requires that specific duties be
assigned to specific members of the school staff. These responsibilities
can best be assigned by considering individual interests, abilities, and nor-
mal spheres of work. The necessary training is available to prepare school
personnel to be ready and able to do their part.

The Office of Civil Defense has established an extensive training and
education program that is designed to provide the trained leadership and
specialists required to effectively use shelter facilities and equipment. In
this regard the Office of Civil Defense has contracts with dr; extension
divisions of state universities and/or land-grant colleges in each state to
hold conferences on civil defense for state, county, and municipal officials
and to give instructor courses in shelter management and radiological
monitoring. This program augments the training offered at the Office of
Civil Defense schools in Brooklyn, New York; Battle Creek, Michigan; and
Alameda, California.

As an incentive for teachers to take this training, some school systems
allow credit for civil defense courses. In addition, the Office of Civil
Defense will pay part of the expenses incurred by approved students in
taking courses at the OCD Schools. Pertinent information regarding course
offerings and procedures to follow for course registration can be obtained
from either local or state civil defense officials.

Federal attention is also given to the need of every citizen to know how
he will be warned of imminent attack, where he can take shelter, how he
will live in the shelter, and what he may expect to find and do when he
emerges from the shelter. A Civil Defense Adult Education Program
sponsored by the Office of Civil. Defense to provide citizens with these
facts is currently being administered by the U. S. Office of Education
through established state education systems.

16



Teachers can make a major contribution to their community and nation
by taking the training which will qualify them to extend civil defense educa-
tion to adult members of the community and which will enable them to do
a better job of instructing and protecting school youth. Acquisition of
civil defense preparation by many teachers will also assure that each school
has staff members with the competencies and skills needed in shelter man-
agement and other civil defense skills essential to adequate disaster pre-
paredness in the school. If several staff members have received this train-
ing, there is assurance that one of these skilled persons will be on hand
at all times.

Checking and Testing the Plans

The protection plan of any school must ultimately be evaluated. The
plans must therefore be tested under circumstances simulating a variety of
emergency situations. Schools have long done this with reference to fire
protection. The attitudes established toward fire-exit drills need only be
extended to include emergency drills for other protective purposes.

The school building and shelter survey, conducted first its a basis for
planning, requires continuing activity to insure readiness. Needed supplies

should be available and in good condition. School personnel must evaluate

the results of each practice drill. Aspects to consider might include: the
signal system; the traffic plan to shelter area; the check-off used in account-
ing for personnel; the provision of supplies; and the planned program of
activities for the shelter period. Lesson plans can also be developed at all
grade levels for teaching, in shelter, the knowledge and skills required for

post-shelter living.
The signal system, including warning devices and plans for receiving a

warning, is a crucial aspect to be considered in the continuing evaluation.
A dependable warning system is vital to execution of the civil defense
plans. No one can know the number of minutes or hours of warning we

might have before an attack. However, even brief warning received by
radio or public warning devices will give precious, lifesaving time to act.
It must also be borne in mind that there would be a significant period of
time, several hours in many areas, between explosion of nuclear weapons
and the arrival of radioactive fallout. The National Warning System,
together with state and local warning systems are used to flash warnings
throughout the states and their political subdivisions as indicated in the
accompanying chart. Local warning devices vary from community to
community. The most important considerations are that the devices be
in sufficient number and of sufficient intensity to be heard by the entire
community. Local Government Emergency Operations Centers will utilize

an emergency broadcasting system as the primary means of giving instruc-
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tions and other civil defense information to shelter occupants. Telephones
are expected to be the principal means of two-way communication between

community shelters and the local government emergency operations center,

and it is also expected that the telephone system will be backed up in some

cases by radio. The necessary communications equipment should be in-
stalled by the school, with warning devices in strategic areas and communi-

cation lines between shelters, and must be periodically tested to insure its

adequacy and readiness for any emergency. Consideration should be
given to new warning devices, as they are developed, for their implementa-

tion in the school warning and communications system.

Revision of the original plans in light of evaluation is an obvious step, as

is testing of the revised plans. The protection program should be activated
with sufficient frequency to keep everyone aware of it but not so often as to

make it a dominating theme of the school program. Continuing evaluation
L important in right of new construction, school additions, new personnel,

and personnel changes.

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Just as physical protection should be an integral part of the school

program without dominating it, so civil defense education becomes a vital

facet of the school curriculumincluded as it contributes to the attainment

of fundamental educational purposes. Daily experiences in effective living

may be utilized in developing the desirable habits, attitudes, and knowledge

that are basic resources in meeting any emergency. A first step in civil
defense education would be instructing pupils in the procedures to be
followed, including preparing them to meet the shock effects of disaster.

In this task the teacher is all-important. A second step is to examine the
present curriculum for existing contributions to civil defense objectives.
Each school and each teacher should then work out ways for using the
opportunities already provided in the school program and for making
needed adaptations in order to incorporate new materials growing out of

sckntific developments. In meeting this responsibility, the instructional

staff can be guided by the same principles that govern their work in other

areas of the curriculum. The topics included here are for general guidance.

General Orientation

Pupil instruction in the procedures to be followed in the event c ! disaster

is as important as the actual provision of physical protection.

Pupils will develop less anxiety under stress conditions if they are pre-
pared to deal with the problem and have confidence in themselves and the

adults with whom they are associated. The teacher can strengthen this
feeling of security through behavior which itself demonstrates the qualities

19



of calmness and confidence it seeks to engender in children. How the
teacher works with the class is as important as the skills and understandings
that are developed. To the extent the teacher engenders positive attitudes
among his students, he also indirectly influences the attitudes of parents
with reference to the plans of the school and the total community civil
defense program.

Effective plans for instruction of children in survival behavior provide
for attention to two essential areas: (1 ) significant information about
thermonuclear weapons effects, such information to be as accurate as
present available knowledge can make it; and (2) specilc behavior appro-
priate in an emergency.

An explanation of civil defense procedures is a basic instructional need.
As in all instruction, methods and materials must be adapted to the maturity
level of the learner. Each pupil needs to be familiar with the following
areas:

Over-all civil defense plans for the school unit
Specific ways to behave in an emergency
Knowledge of organizations that assist in time of disaster
Recognition of warning signals and shelter procedures
Familiarity with activities appropriate to in-shelter time
Appropriate behavior if disaster occurs when school is not in session
Practice of school civil defense procedures until responses are learned.

Fundamental Information

Understanding of the concepts underlying nuclear energy, weapons
effects, and methods of protection is necessary to develop a full apprecia-
tion of civil defense. The following areas of information can be studied
in appropriate units in many areas of the curriculum:

Nature and structure of the atom
Significance of nuclear energy as a source of power
Nature of nuclear detonationheat and light, blast, radiation
Nature of fallout
Nature and effects of radiation
Limitations of nuclear weapons
Shielding from fallout radiation
Shielding properties of materials
Peacetime uses of nuclear energy in industry
Uses of radioactive materials in medicine and other sciences
Effects of weapons on property
Effects of weapons on the human body
First-aid practices
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Home nursing
Protection of the community water supply

Fire prevention and the chemistry of fire extinguishing
Food and water supplies for emergency use
Decontamination of materials affected by fallout

Living without modern conveniences--food preparation, sanitation.

Social tolationships

Knowledge is essential regarding the development of understandings

about the world today, and the social and physical condition,: that make

it necessary for us to possess the mechanical means for sustaining ourselves

and our institutions. Some pertinent areas of knowledge are: man's part

in disaster and his methods of prevention; role of the individual as a mem-

ber of cooperating groupsfamily and community; interdependence of

communities and the concept of mutual assistance between disaster areas

and disaster-free areas; community organization for protection and its

development to meet changing needsfire and police protection, health

services, public utilities; social agencies concerned with prevention, relief,

and rehabilitation of disaster areas; combating attacks using social weapons

rumor, propaganda, panic; use of communications medianewspaper,

radio, television; and understanding of group action under conditions of

abnormal stress.
As is evident, many of the areas listed are normally included in varying

degrees in the school curriculum. The need is to demonstrate their rela-

tionship to the civil defense concept of mutual self-protection and to show

their relevance to contemporary life.

For example, modern weapons and their effects are illustrative of the

laws of physics and chemistry. Citing these weapons and effects within

the context of nuclear power can be a convincing tool in the hands of

science and mathematics teachers. History and social studies teachers can

enhance their mission by pointing out the increasing involvement of

civilian populations in recent wars, the existence of an armed peace in a

bipolar world, and the possibility of an attack without formal declaration

of war. Economics students could be introduced to the problems of

emergency distribution measures and other problems stemming from the

impact of an emergency on the economy.

There is an endless array of ideas that can be incorporated into all

areas of the curriculumit requires ingenuity on the part of the teacher.

Content and method, as in all good teachirii, must be related to the com-

prehension of. the learners. Because the nature of civil defense, many

instructional materials must be locally repared. The criterion to keep in

mind, in addition to the principles of content preparation, is that civil
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defense materials and their presentation to children must be designed
neither to arouse too much anxiety nor to minimize danger. There are

ways both to prevent disaster and to maintain life in its presence. Most

children have learned to face common hazards without panic or unwhole-

some fear. They can learn to face new dangers in the same healthy way.

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY COORDINATION FOR CIVIL DEFENSE

In many communities the school is one of the largest buildings available

in an emergency. It is often one of the most strategically located buildings

with respect to population dispersion. Consequently, the school has a
vital role in the local civil defense plans. It is essential that the school
civil defense coordinator cooperate with the local civil defense director to

insure that the school's plans are developed in harmony with the total
community plans.

The foundation of the national civil defense program is at the local level.

In the event of attack, there will be no substitute for local government and

local civil defense programing as the principal tools for maintaining life
during the first few weeks following attack. A local civil defense program
requires the cooperation of au community organizations and individuals to

be effective. The school has a significant function to perform in this regard.

As a first step, a school system may arrange through local civil defense

officials to have qualified school facilities licensed as public shelters. The

license agreement indicates that the building has been identified and found
acceptable as a she-4,-,r (i.e., it provides an acceptable level of protection
from radioactive falk,at and is adequate in terms of space and ventilation)
by the National Fallout Shelter Survey conducted by the Office of Civil

Defense. This agreement simply means that the school building can be

used as a public shelter and it allows for the posting of SHELTER signs

on the building. In reciprocation of this agreement, the Office of Civil

Defense provides shelter supplies for the number of persons who could be

adequately sheltered in the building. The supplies provided are listed in

the accompanying chart.
After entering a license agreement, the first step in coordinating school

plans with the local civil defense program is an inventory of the school

building (s) and related facilities. Such an inventory is necessary to deter-

mine how the school can best fit into the community civil defense program.

After this initial step, detailed and specific plans can be worked out by
school personnel in consultation with the local civil defense director. The

local civil defense director will be aware of state and federal programs to

help provide financial and technical assistance in developing additional

shelter space.
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Wheat-based biscuit arid carbohydrate supplement:

10,000 calories per shelter space

14 quarts of stored water per shelter space

Steel water containers and plastic liners,

convertible when empty to chemical toilets

Medical kits for non-professional use

Sanitation kits
Radiation detection instruments.

It is essential that coordination of the school and community civil defense

be carried out within the framework of the school's primary functionthat

of educating children. School buildings remain under the supervision of

regular school personnel if disaster occurs while school is in session.

Emergency functions must be discontinued as soon as practicable after a

disaster or transferred to some other appropriate facility so that the school

may resume its educational task. This is particularly important because of
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the psychological and morale-building effect upon the entire community
which may be achieved when children are busily at work and active in the
usual ways of living.

The school building may be needed to provide shelter for persons from
nearby ares. Specific details can be formulated in cooperation with the
local civil defense office to meet such conditions.

Another aspect of the school's relationship to the total community is
concerned with its contributions to the civil delense preparation of adults.
The school building and its instructional facilities can be used as a training
center to prepare adults for many types of civil defense services. To
maximize the quality of such training, those teachers who express an
interest in civil defense activities might be encouraged to enroll in civil
defense courses to prepare them to teach adults in the community.

The school has an obligation to keep parents informed about the welfare
of their children, and to interpret the role of the school to the general
public. Communications media used to inform thc: bome regarding normal
protection needs can be used for civil defense purposes. When the usual
and familiar channels are employed there is less danger of focusing undue
attention on emergency preparations or of developing excessive fear and
hysteria. Information can be given in such areas as:

School plans for safeguarding children
Contributions of the home in furthering the school program
Coordination of the school and community civil defense plans

Civil defense preparation in the home
Civil defense conceptmutual aid anfl protection.

Through the formal avenue of adult education and the informal associa-
tions of school personnel within the community, the school can do much to
dissipate public apathy toward civil defense and can exert considerable
influence toward making citizens better informed about civil defense, which
in turn will lead to more adequate and more effective community civil
defense planning.

School Personnel Responsibilities

The responsibility for a national plan of civil defense rests at the federal
level with the Office of Civil Defense, Department of Defense. Responsi-
bility for implementing these plans rests at the state and local government
levels. Within this organizational framework, the schools have an obliga-
tion to indicate what they can contribute toward working out practical
ways of meeting their obligation.

To be effective, civil defense programs demand a high degree of coopera-
tion among all persons and atiencies involved. There should be a willing-
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ness on the part of school personnel to assume their responsibility in this

regard. Part of this responsibility involves the stimulation of interest in

civil defense from the policy-making and administrative levels of education;

it is unrealistic for an administrator to expect interest from his staff if he

does not manifest interest himself. A first step in meeting this obligation
is to understand civil defense concepts, the hazards involved in emergency

situations, and civil defense procedures to provide protection. Such infor-

mation can be disseminated to staff members through professional develop-

ment programs in civil defense. Staff members, in turn, pass this informa-

tion and interest on to children and adults in the community.
This responsibility calls for recognition of the fact that the school is not

the primary agent for organizing the total community civil defense program.

A sound school civil defense instructional program will, by osmosis,
enhance the total community civil defense effort.

Each community has its own individual needs in regard to civil defense

planning. Each school system, and each school within a system, has its

own specific operational procedures. A general allocation of functions

for boards of education, administrators, and staff is suggested in the

SCHOOL CIVIL DEFENSE CHECKLIST provided at the end of this

report.

CONCLUSION

Civil defenseplanned, coordinated action in an emergencyaims
directly and immediately at the preservation of life and the maintenance

of our democratic institutions.
Specific civil defense instruction today should be geared toward prepara-

tion for protection in the event of attack, with the firm hope that the attack

will never occur. Civil defense planning is a realistic approach to the

situation; realistic in that it demonstrates an awareness that not all of
man's hopes are fully realized. Civil defense education seeks to prepare

man to protect himself and others, so that he can go on to the ultimate

goal of educationthe development of fundamental and lasting human

values.
If war should be eliminated from relationships among nations, civil

defense skills will still be needed in times of natural disaster. These skills

are the immediate and obvious outcomes of a well-coordinated civil defense

education program.
When civil defense is presented as an on-going school and community

activity, its significance as part of an evolving American tradition will
become evident, and young people will come to understand why they

must continue to be concerned with it.
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SCHOOL CIVIL DEFENSE CHECKLIST

This checklist is intended to stimulate and guide action. It can be used

as a yardstick by boards of education, administrators, and teachers to

locate gaps in the civil defense program in their schools. Checklist items

checked "Partly" and "No" will indicate where action is needed. Those
concerned can ask, Why isn't this true in our school? and How can we

change it?

Board of Education YES PARTLY NO 1

Issues a clear statement of policy regarding
school-community coordination in civil defense

Secures competent legal advice concerning the
status of school personnel and school property in

time of emergency, and during civil defense drills

and exercises

Determines the adequacy of shelter space for

pupils and staff

Considers (or reconsiders) school construction

specifications in the light of school and community

needs for shelter

Coordinates with other agencies for funds to cover

extra costs of shelter provisions

Authorizes staff responsibility for civil defense

Provides incentive for faculty to participate in

shelter management and other civil defense

courses

Other items
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School Superintendent
YES PARTLY NO

Assists the board of education in developing civil

defense policy statement

Initiates, administers, coordinates, and evaluates

the school civil defense plan

-Organizes needed curriculum planning

Establishes in-service civil defense training for all

school personnel

Implements changes in the civil defense plans

based on evaluation _
Coordinates school plans with community civil

defense

Other items

School Principal

Knows and understands his duties in carrying out

school civil defense policies

Initiates and supervises his school plans

Coordinates plans with those of other schools in

the community

Assigns staff responsibilities for civil defense

Secures civil defense materials

Incorporates civil defense material into curriculum

Conducts civil defense drills

Maiptains continuous evaluation

initiates needed revisions based on evaluation
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Keeps parents informed of current civil defense

plans

Files copies of school plans with the superin-

tendent and local civil defense office

Other items

School Teaching Staff

r

Participates to the extent feasible in making

school civil defense plans

Participates in civil defense training programs

Participates in faculty studies leading to adapta-

tions or revisions of the curriculum and instruc-

tional program to meet the need tor civil defense

education

Is familiar with specific procedures to follow in

emergency situations

Provides practice in safety and emergency pro-

cedures in daily learning activities

Is prepared to provide activities and leadership for

children during a period of enforced confinement

Is familiar with minimum first-aid procedures

Is familiar with psychological bases for working

with children under stress of emergency conditions

Provides civil defense instruction appropriate to

the grade level

Other items
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the school

Are competent in carrying out the civil defense

Assist in the formation of civil defense plans for

Other School Personnel

functions assigned to them

YES PARTLY NO

Other items
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Following is a helpful listing of sources of information concerning

various areas of civil defense programing and education, rather than a
listing of specific publications. This is dictated by the changing nature of
weapons technology and attack assumptions, with consequent changes in
civil defense procedures and planning, which make many technical publica-

tions obsolete in a short period of time. Requests to these resource agencies

will result in procurement of the most up-to-date materials.

A. Guidance on shelter needs and specifications, and school construction

American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Federal, state, and local civil defense offices

State departments of education

B. Educational materials

National Commission on Safety Education, NEA
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Federal, state, and local offices of civil defense

State departments of education
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